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QUESTION 1

Universal containers wishes to track relationships between its customers. For example, some customers are suppliers
for other customers. 

What should a consultant recommend to track multiple customer relations? 

A. Add the related company to the first company\\'s partner related list, with supplier as a value. 

B. Add the related company to the first company\\'s custom supplier lookup field as a value 

C. Add the related company to the first company\\'s contact roles related list, with supplier as a value 

D. Add the related company to the first company\\'s account team, with supplier as the role 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers is deploying a formal sales methodology while implementing salesforce. What should a consultant
recommend to ensure the alignment of the sales methodology and Salesforce? Choose three 

A. Embed custom components within Salesforce to support the sales methodology. 

B. Override Salesforce user interface with the sales methodology user interface. 

C. Consider available sales methodology AppExchange applications. 

D. Develop data integration between salesforce and the sales methodology database. 

E. Configure Salesforce Standard and custom objects to support the sales methodology. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers has many customers that repeat the same purchase on a regular basis. These customers are
classified as a repeat account type. Sales management wishes to use Salesforce to automate repeat opportunities.
What should a consultant recommend to meet this requirement? 

A. Develop an Apex trigger for repeat accounts that inserts a copy of an opportunity for the sales representative when it
reaches closed /won stage. 

B. Configure a workflow rule for repeat accounts that inserts a copy of an opportunity for the sales representative when
it reaches closed /won stage. 

C. Develop an Apex trigger to set an opportunity revenue schedule that automatically sets up a new opportunity for
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repeat accounts when it reaches closed/won stage. 

D. Configure a workflow rule for repeat accounts that sends a reminder task to the sales representative to create a new
opportunity when it reaches closed/won stage. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers plans to deploy the new Service Cloud console to its support team. Which steps should be
considered in deployment? (There are three correct answers.) 

A. Customize highlight panels for all objects. 

B. Set up interaction logs and assign them to user profiles. 

C. Assign users the Service Cloud User feature license. 

D. Set up users and assign them to a queue. 

E. Customize case list views. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 5

You want to sync a new quote with its opportunity, but an old quote is already syncing. What should you do first? 

A. Open new quote detail page so you can start syncing process 

B. Check the syncing checkbox for new quote in the quote related list on the opportunity 

C. Uncheck the syncing checkbox for the old quote 

D. Stop the syncing for the old quote 

Correct Answer: D 
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